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JOHN T. OSBORN
Town Forest Committee
FRED B. COCHRAN CLIFTON S. DEANE
FRED M. CURTIS
Report of Town Clerk
ANNUAL TOWN MEETING MARCH 6-11, 1933
Pursuant to a warrant under the hands of the Selectmen,
duly executed and return thereof made by John T. Osborn,
a constable of Norwell, the qualified voters of the town met
at the Town Hall, Monday, March 6, 1933 at 7 p. m., and
took the following action on the articles contained therein.
Article 1. To choose a Moderator.
Cecil C. Whitney was chosen Moderator, by ballot. He
was sworn by the Town Clerk.
Article 2. To hear the reports of the several boards of
officers and committees of the Town and act thereon.
Voted that the reports of the officers and committees,
as printed in the annual town report be accepted.
The following resolution offered by Rev. Alfred J. Wil-
son was accepted and ordered spread upon the records.
"The citizens of the Town of Norwell in Annual Town
meeting assembled desire to place on record their sense ot
loss in the death of Mr. William H. Spencer for so main-
years Collector of Taxes for the Town. Our sympathy is
also extended to his widow and son in their bereavement."
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Article 3. To make necessary appropriations to defray
tlie expenses of the town, and for other purposes and to
raise such sums of money as the town shall deem expedient
for the following purposes:
Dept. of Public Welfare, Old Age Assistance, Infirmary,
Support of Schools, Vocational Training, Highways, Sign
Boards, Removing Snow, Snow Plow, Article 6, Notes, In-
terest, State and County Taxes, Town Officers, Incidentals,
School and District Nurse, Transportation of Nurse, Den-
tal Clinic, County Hospital, State Aid, Board of Health.
Electric Lights Tent Caterpillar, Gaffield Park, Tree War-
din. Mowing Bushes, Squares and Triangles, Spraying
Elms, Gypsy Moth, Fire Department and equipment, James
Library, Ridge Hill Library, Soldiers' Relief, School Phv-
sician. Memorial Day, Sealing Weights and Measures, In-
spection of Animals, Washington Street Cemetery, Town
Hall, Plymouth County Aid to Agriculture, Article 7, Re-
serve Fund, Town Forest, Article 8.
The following amounts were appropriated:
Dept. of Public Welfare $ 4 500 00
Old Age Assistance . 4 000 00
Infirmary 2 300 '00
Schools " 31 000 00
Vocational Training 300 00
Article 4 Ridge Hill School 700 00
1 [ighways, Joint Account
**State and Town
Article 5 4 700 00
General Purposes ...... 7 650 00
Sign Boards 150 00
Snow Removal 1 200 00
Snow Plow, Article 6 250 00
Notes 3 500 00
Interest 3 500 00
State and Count v Taxes 7 500 00
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Town Officers 3 400 .00
Incidentals 1 600 00
School and District Nurse 1 400 00
Transportation of Nurse 200 00
Dental Clinic 700 00
County Hospital Maintenance 794 00
State Aid 600 00
Board of Health '. 930 00
Electric Lights ' 500 00
Tent Caterpillar 100 00
Gaffield Park 25 00
Tree Warden 100 00
Mowing Bushes 600 00
Squares and Triangles 200 00
Spraying Elms 200 00
Gypsy Moth • ... 865 73
( rypsy Moth, Stock and Private Work 1 000 00
Fire Department 1 500 00
Fire Department Equipment 500 00
James Library 200 00
Ridge Hill Library 100,00
Soldiers' Relief * 800 00
Memorial Day 250 00
School Physician 100 00
Sealing Weights and Measures 150 00
Inspection of Animals 60 00
W ashington Street Cemetery 100 00
Town Hall 100 00
Plymouth County Aid to Agriculture, Article 7 100 00
Reserve Fund 1 000 00
Town Forest, Article 8 50 00
Care of Veterans' Graves 50 00
Voted that the amount required to carry out the appro-
priations not otherwise provided for be raised by taxatioi.
and assessed on the polls and estates of the resident and on
the estates of the non-resident proprietors.
Article 4. Will the town vote to raise and appropriate
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$700.00 to complete additions to District No. 1 Scho >]
House.
Request of School Committee.
I
Approved by Advisory Board).
Appropriation made under Article 3.
Article 5. Will the town raise and appropriate the sum
of forty-seven hundred dollars to be expended on highways
under the provisions of Section 26 of Chapter 81 of the
General Laws as amended?
(Approved by Advisory Board).
Appropriation made under Article 3.
Article 6. Will the town vote to raise and appropri-
ate $250.00 to purchase a snow plow blade for the Highway
Department ?
( Approved by Advisory Board).
Appropriation made under Article 3.
Article 7. Will the town vote to raise and appropriate
for the use of the Plymouth County Trustees for County
aid to Agriculture a sum not to exceed $100.00 and choose
a town director as provided in Sections 41 and 45 of Chap-
ter 128 of the General Laws?
(Approved by Advisory Board).
( )ne hundred dollars was appropriated under Article 3
for this purpose and it was voted that Louis H. Ogden be
continued as director.
Article 8. Will the town vote to raise and appropriate
S50.00 for the use of the Town Forest Committee?
i Approved by Advisory Board).
Appropriation made under Article 3.
Vrticle () . Will the town vote to raise and appropriate
$300.00 in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 112
of the Acts of 1^31 for the maintenance of work on Mos-
quito Control ditches?
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(Approved by Advisory Board).
Voted to raise and appropriate $300.00 for this purpose.
Article 10. To make allowance to town creditors.
No bills were presented.
Article 11. Will the town give any instructions to town
officers ?
Voted that the selectmen be requested to revise the elec-
tric light list and see if any saving can be made.
Voted that the Board of Public Welfare be instructed to
remember the local merchants.
Article 12. Will the town authorize the treasurer with
the approval of the selectmen to borrow money on and
after January 1, 1934, in anticipation of the revenue of the
financial year beginning January 1, 1934, and to issue a note
or notes therefor, payable within one year? Any debt or
debts incurred under this vote to be paid from the revenue
of the financial year beginning January 1, 1934.
Voted to authorize the Treasurer, with the approval of
the selectmen, to borrow money on and after January 1,
1934, in anticipation of the revenue of the financial year be-
ginning, January 1, 1934, and to issue a note or notes
therefor, payable within one year. Any debt or debts in-
curred under this vote to be paid from the revenue of the
financial year, beginning January 1, 1934.
Article 13. What salary and compensation will the town
vote to pay all its elected officers. To conform with Sec-
tion 108, Chapter 41, General Laws.
Voted the following salaries and compensation :
Selectmen, per day $ 5 00
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Assessors, per day 5 00
Board of Public Welfare, per day 5 00
Highway Surveyor, per day 4 50
Tree Warden, per day 4 50
Town Clerk
.
135 00
Town Treasurer 400 00
Collector of Taxes 400 00
Auditor 50 00
Secretary of School Committee 150 00
Other Members of School Committee, each 75 00
Secretary Board of Health 100 00
Other Memters Board of Health, each 25 00
Moderator 10 00
Article 14. Will the town act with the town of Hanover
to maintain electric lights at the junction of River Street.
Nforwell, and Broadway, Hanover, and at Assinippi?
Voted to leave this matter in the hands of the Selectmen.
Elliott W. Crowell purchased the two fish rights for two
dollars.
SATURDAY, MARCH 11, 11 A. M. TO 6 P. M.
Article 15. To bring in their votes for a Town Clerk,
for one year; one Selectman, one Assessor, and one mem-
ber of the Board of Public Welfare, for three years; a
Treasurer, a Collector of Taxes, an Auditor, a Surveyor of
i Ugh ways, five Constables and a Tree Warden for one year;
one member of the School Committee for three years; out
member of the Board of Health for three years; one Trust-
ee for the Ridge Hill Library for three years.
Pursuant to the above article the qualfied voters met at
the time and place for the purpose therein mentioned. Ce-
cil C. Whitney, Moderator, presiding. Herbert A. Lincoln
Amos II. Tilden, Carlton O. Litchfield, William O. Hender-
son, Marion Brainerd and Floretta Whiting, election offic-
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ers on duty. The polls were closed at 6.30 P. M Six hun-
dred and seventy-one names were checked on the voting
lists and the same number of ballots were cast. The ballot
box register agreed. After being canvassed and counted
m open meeting the result was declared as follows:
TOWN CLERK (For one year)
Joseph F. Merritt
(){){]
Blanks
/ .
SELECTMAN ( For three years)
Clifton S. Deane jQg
Warren L. Ilsley 133
Blanks >q
.
ASSESSOR (For three Y ears
)
Clifton S. Deane 4< ,< 1
Warren L. Ilsley 132
Blanks
m m 4^
BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE < For Thar Years)
Clifton S. Deane 404
Warren L. Ilsley J29
Blanks 43
TREASURER (For one Year)
Herbert E. Robbins 602
Blanks and Scattering (
>
TAX COLLECTOR ( For one year)
William T. Dunbar 60.?
Edward B. Haskins 59
Blanks
. 10
AUDITOR (For one year)
Lloyd S. West 564
Blanks 1 07
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CONSTABLES (For one year)
J. Warren Foster 430
Frederick H. Hall 461
Lloyd B. Henderson 491
Everett C. Magoun 314
John T. Osborn 474
Bert I. Richardson 480
Blanks 705
SCHOOL COMMITTEE (For three years)
Grace B. V. Dinsmoor 270
Gertrude L. Dyer 351
Blanks : 50
BOARD OF HEALTH (For three years)
Minot Williamson 559
Blanks 112
HIGHWAY SURVEYOR (For one year)
Herbert E. Joseph 271
Perry H. Osborn 384
Blanks 16
TREE WARDEN (For one year)
Fred M. Curtis ' 96
Arthur L. Merritt 138
John T. Osborn 283
Charles H. Smith, Jr 139
Blanks. 15
TRUSTEE RIDGE HILL LIBRARY (For three years )
W illiam J. Leonard 552
Blanks 119
The following elected officers were sworn in open meet-
ing by the Moderator:
Joseph F. Merritt, Town Clerk.
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Clifton S. Deane, Selectman and Member of Board of
Public Welfare.
Lloyd S. West, Auditor.
John T. Osborn, Constable and Tree Warden.
Frederick H. Hall, Constable.
Lloyd B. Henderson, Constable.
Gertrude L. Dyer, School Committee."
Perry H. Osborn, Highway Surveyor.
Clifton S. Deane, Assessor, sworn by the Town Clerk.
Meeting dissolved. Attest
:
JOSEPH F. MERRITT, Town Clerk
SPECIAL STATE ELECTION
Tuesday, June 13, 1933
Pursuant to a warrant under the hands of the Selectmen,
duly executed and return thereof made by John T. Osborn,
a Constable of Norwell, the qualified voters of the town,
met at the Town Hall on Tuesday the 13th day of June at
12 M. and took the following action:
William J. Leonard, Chairman of the Selectmen acted as
presiding election officer. The polls were closed at 7 P. .M.
223 names were checked on the lists and the same number
of ballots cast. On being canvassed and counted in open
meeting the result was declared as follows
:
Election of Delegates to a Constitution Convention called
to Ratify or Reject the Following Amendment of the Uni-
ted States, proposed by Joint Resolution of Congress.
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TEXT OF THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT
"Section 1. The eighteenth article of amendment to
the Constitution of the United States is herein' repealed.
"Section 2. The transportation or importation into any
State, Territory, or possession of the United States for de-
livery or use therein of intoxicating liquors, in violation of
the laws thereof, is hereby prohibited.
"Section 3. This article shall be inoperative unless \t
shall have been ratified as an amendment to the Constitution
by conventions in the several States, as provided in the Con-
stitution, w ithin seven years from the date of the submission
hereof to the States by the Congress."
FIFTEENTH CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
Delegates Opposed to Ratification (Against Repeal)
Adelaide M. Brown of Margin Street, Cohasset .... 53
Herbert X. Hinckley of Main Street, Tisbury 51
Elizabeth H. Kelley of Hallett Street, Yarmouth .... 50
Delegates Favoring Ratification (For Repeal)
Henry T. Geary of 76 Sandwich St., Plymouth .... 157
Gladys P. Swift of Bow Lane, Barnstable 150
Ferdinand Sylvia of 810 Brock Ave,. New Bedford 148
Blanks . .' 60
"Shall license be granted in this town for the sale therein
of wines and malt beverages?"
Yes 147
No 69
Blanks 7
Meeting dissolved. .Attest:
JOSEPH F. MERR1TT, Town Clerk
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HUNTING LICENSES
7 Fishing Licenses at $2.00 $ 14 00
78 Hunting Licenses at $2.00 156 00
17 Sporting Licenses at $3.25 55 25
4 Female and Minor Licenses at $1.25 5 00
8 Sporting Licenses (free)
4 Duplicate Licenses at 50 cents 2 00
$232 25
Fees, 106 Licenses at 25c 26 50
Paid Division of Fisheries and Game $205 75
DOGS LICENSED
To December 31, 1933
Whole number licensed 133
94 Males at $2.00 $ 188 00
18 Females at $5.00 90 00
21 Spayed Females at $2.00 42 00
$ 320 00
Less fees, 133 licenses at 20c 26 60
Paid Town Treasurer S 203 40
ENROLLED MILITIA
257 men were enrolled for military duty April 1. 1933.
REGISTERED VOTERS
At the close of registration April 9, 1933, there w ere 868
registered voters.
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MARRIAGES RECORDED IN NORWELL DURING
THE YEAR 1933
May 5. Married in Greenwich, Conn., Albert L. Sylves-
ter of Norwell, and Elizabeth Edwards of Greenwich, Conn,
by Rev. J. McNicar Haight.
June 25. Married in Grafton, Mass., Raymond Arthur
Wellman of Watertown, and Marjorie Leontine White of
Norwell, by Rev. Paul V. Goodman.
July 1. Married in Rockland, Wilmer Alfred Morgan
of Norwell, Mass., and Dorothy McLeod of Rockland,.
Mass.. by Rev. Walter B. Jerge.
July 15. Married in Lynnfield, Albert A. Panall of
Lynn, and Esther Christine Johnson of Norwell, by Rev. J.
Raymond Chadwick.
July 22. Married in Norwell, Lloyd Shepherd West and
Beatrice Gertrude Sanborn, both of Norwell, by Rev. Al-
fred J. Wilson.
July 24. Married in Scituate, Franklyn Robert Totman
of Norwell, and Vera Eugenie Still of Hingham by Rev.
Al)en I ). Creelman.
September 17. Married in Rockland. Robert L. Molla
and Camilla DeFabio, both of Norwell by Rev. Henry J.
O'Connell.
November 5. Married in Scituate, Paul Robert Fon-
taine of Rockland and P>arbara Lucille Osborne of Norwell,
by Rev. William H. Kelly.
November 11. Married in Norwell., Manuel Alves and
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Jennie (Corea) Briggs, both of Hanover, by Rev. A. J.
Jenkins.
December 16. Married in Marshfield, Harold Franklin
Ford of Marshfield and Stella M. Gotreau of Norwell by-
Rev. Earnest A. Thomas.
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Selectmen
TOWN OFFICERS
William J. Leonard, Selectman, Assessor and
Overseer of Public W elfare, 1932 S 60 50
William J. Leonard, Selectman, Assessor and
Overseer of Public Welfare 641 00
Clifton S. Deane, Selectman, Assessor and
Overseer of Public Welfare 590 00
Herbert A. Lincoln, Selectman, Assessor and
Overseer of Public Welfare 510 00
Joseph F. Merritt, Town Clerk 135 10
Herbert E. Robbins, Treasurer 400 00
William T. Dunbar. Tax Collector 400 00
Lloyd S. West. Auditor 50 00
Joseph F. Merritt, Registrar of Voters 35 00
William O. Prouty, Registrar of Voters 25 00
C. E. Whitney, Moderator 10 00
Nellie L. Sparrell, School Committee 150 00
Benjamin Loring. School Committee 75 00
(/. B, V. Dinsmoor, School Committee, 1932 . . 75 00
G. L. Dyer, School Committee 62 50
Amos Tilden, Election Officer • 15 00
Carleton Litchfield. Election Officer 10 00
William O. Henderson, Election Officer 5 00
Marion Hrainard, Election Officer 5 00
Floretta Whiting, Election Officer 5 00
John T, Osborn, Constable 30 00
[>ert I. Richardson, Constable 13 00
E. I). Haskins, Registrar of Voters 25 00
TOWN OF NORWELL 23
H. G. Pinson, Registrar of Voters 25 00
F. H. Hall, Constable 12 50
Lloyd Henderson, Constable 11 50
$ 3 376 10
Appropriation • $ 3 400. 0C
Balance $ 24 90
INCIDENTALS
Sanderson Bros., Printing Town Reports etc. $ 232 14
New England Tel. & Tel. Co. 48 65
Carrie M. Ford, Printing 55 10
Joseph F. Merritt, Recording Births, Marriages
and Deaths 58 00
William J. Leonard, Expenses 82 27
Clifton S. Deane, Expenses 22 44
Herbert A. Lincoln, Expenses 92 40
William T. Dunbar, Supplies and expenses . . 83 85
John B. Washburn, Recording tax deeds .... 40 00
A. G. Spencer, Postal Supplies 73 91
A. S. Peterson, Supplies 1 25
J. J. Shepherd & Sons, Death return 25
Physicians, Returns of Births 6 .75
Jared A. Gardner, photograph 1 00
A. S. Doty, Death Return 25
Julia Morton, Transfers 25 71
H. A. Lincoln, Collector's Bond 95 00
Herbert E. Robbins, Treasurer's and Town
Clerk's Bonds 52 50
Herbert E. Robbins, Insurance, Flag Pole .... 9 00
Rockland Standard Publishing Co., Printing 154 30
L. E. Muran, Supplies 13 40
Dow Manufacturing Co., dog tags 4 61
Special Police, July 4th 20 00
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J. L. Fairbanks, Supplies 6 30
L. E. Burbank, adding machine 25 00
Carter Ink Co., Record Ink 2 59
Town of Scituate, Tax 10 01
Daval Co., Printing 2 00
A. \V. Babbitt, Account book 4 00
$ 1 219 68
Appropriation 1 700 00
Balance $ 480 32
WASHINGTON STREET CEMETERY
Payroll $ 79 50
Bay State Nurseries, Material 20 50
$ 100 0O
Appropriation $ 100 00
WASHINGTON STREET CEMETERY
PERMANENT FUND
.On Deposit, January 1, 1933 802 56
Interest 30 45
Sale of lots and wood 25 00
Total on Deposit $858 01
SOLDIERS' RELIEF
Cash Relief $526 00
TOWN OF NORWELL 25
John F. Brooks, supplies 215 00
Delay's Drug Store, supplies 13 40
G. C. Taylor, Coal 13 50
E. Merritt, supplies 30 00
J. H. Dunn, Medical attendance 28 00
Rockland Co-operative Bank, Rent 84 50
$920 40
Appropriation 800 00
Transfer Reserve Fund 120 40
$ 920 40
LIGHTING STREETS
Electric Light & Power Company $546 62
Appropriation $500 00
Transfer Reserve Fund 46 62
$546 62
TOWN HALL
J. F. Merritt, Janitor $ 15 00
Lyman W. Lincoln, Fuel 16 00
F. H. Osborne, Plastering 12 00
E. II. Sparrell, Chair rental 7 50
$ 50 50
Appropriation 100 00
Balance $ 4° 50
DISTRICT NURSE
Catherine A. Roe, District Nurse . .$1 234 94
26 EIGHTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT
Catherine A. Roe, Due 165 06
$ 1 400 00
Appropriation $ 1 400 00
TRANSPORTATION OF DISTRICT NURSE
Visiting Nurse Association $ 200 00
Appropriation $ 200 00
DENTAL CLINIC
W illis B. Parsons, D. M. D., Services $ 700 00
Appropriation $ 700 00
JAMES LIB'RARY
Mary L. F. Power, Treasurer $ 200 00
Appropriation $ 200 00
MEMORIAL DAY
American Legion Band $ 125 00
Rockland Standard, Printing 4 75
A. Gooch, Supplies 1 07
J. P. Squire, Supplies 10 26
C. \V. Robinson, Supplies 15 13
C. E. Staples, Flags 8 75
C. K. Dolan, Wreaths 22 75
\Y. T. Dunbar, Flowers 28 90
J. II. Sparrell, Bus service 8 00
TOWN OF NORWELL 27
Jos. H. Bisbee, Speaker 10 00
$ 234 61
Appropriation $ 250 00
Balance $ 15 39
CARE OF SOLDIERS GRAVES
Paid for Care of Graves . $ 28 25
Appropriation $ 50 00
Balance $ 21 75
ANIMAL INSPECTION
J. Warren Foster
Appropriation
Balance
AID TO AGRICULTURE
Avis E. Ewell, County Treasurer $ 100 00
Appropriation $ 100 00
SEALER WEIGHTS & MEASURES
I. Austin Lincoln, Sealer , . . .$ 131 87
Hobbs & Warren, Supplies .
.
' 9 33
$ 141 20
$ 49 50
60 00
$ 10 50
28 EIGHTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT
Appropriation 150 00
Balance $ 8 80
Fees Received 28 69
RESERVE FUND
Transfer, Spraying Elms $ 3 57
Transfer, Electric Lights 46 62
Transfer, Mowing Bushes 3 09
Transfer, Tree Warden 149 45
Transfer, Soldiers' Relief 120 40
Transfer, Fire Department 11 47
Transfer, Fire Equipment 6 72
Transfer, Moth Department 15 25
Transfer, Ridge Hill Library 3 20
Transfer, Snow Acct 640 23
$ 1 000 00
Appropriation $ 1 000 00
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Payroll $ 531 25
Payroll ( Hanover Firemen) 194 00
. C. A. Bruce. Janitor 177 71
Frederick H. Hall, Janitor and supplies .... 235 5°
Electric Light & Power Co 30 84
H. F. Ramsay, Fuel, oil, etc 99 69
National Fireworks Co., Acid 1 53
[. R. Henderson. Supplies 10 3°
Andrew Prest, Carting 5 00
A. Culver Co.. Coal 14 50
II. A. Lincoln, Insurance 63 60
C. H. Pike, Insurance 39 26
Fire Co. No. 1, Auxiliary, Supplies 10 00
TOWN OF NORWELL 2&
J. H. Sparrell, Supplies 71 96
Harold Desjardins, Supplies 10 00
J. F. Brooks, Supplies 6 50
Rome Bros., Pipe 1 26
Freeman Motors, Express 50
P. H. Osborn, Wood 6 00
E. X. Josselyn, Supplies 1 89
$ 1 511 47
Appropriation $1 500 00
Transfer Reserve Fund 11 47
$ 1 511 47
FIRE EQUIPMENT
Gorham Fire Equipment Company $ 363 67
Maxim Motor Company 61 65
J. S. MacCullum, Range Burner and tank .... 64 90
Labor on tank 16 50
$ 506 72
Appropriation $500 00
Transfer Reserve Fund 6 72
$ 506 72
SIGN BOARDS
W. C. Soule, Painting Traffic Lines $ 43 11
Appropriation $ 150 00
Balance $ 106 89
WILLIAM J. LEONARD,
CLIFTON S. DEANE,
HERBERT A. LINCOLN,
Selectmen
Board of Public Welfare
Monetary Aid $ 2 327 28
Commonwealth of Massachusetts 292 71
Massachusetts General Hospital 115 77
Boston Lying In Hospital 93 00
Elmer N. Josselyn, Groceries and supplies . . 494 30
Chester \Y. Robinson, Groceries and supplies 464 00
Elizabeth Merrit, Groceries and supplies .... 154 85
Irving- R. Henderson, Groceries and supplies 26 01
First National Stores, Groceries and
supplies 803 00
Atlantic & Pacific Tea Co., Groceries
and supplies 175 37
H. F. Ramsey, Fuel Oil .' 37 25
C. W .Thomas, Shoes and Rubbers 5 50
L, G. Chipman, Groceries and supplies 40 02
A. E. Appleford, Groceries and supplies .... 30 02
Whiting Milk Co., Milk 14 19
J. Daukewicz, Rent 132 00
Edgar Robinson, Rent 80 00
M. A. Lingham, Rent 13 00
Rockland Co-operative Bank, Rent 115 00
Burrell & Delorv, Shoes 7 00
Philli] s, Rates & Co., Coal 44 00
J. T. Fitts, Coal 42 75
A. Culver Co., Coal 15 .00
(
'< >nant Taylor, Coal 12 90
Dr. James C. Luker, Medical Attendance .... 81 50
1 lollis Auto Co., Ambulance Service ........ 30 00
F. T. Hall, Ambulance Service 8 00
TOWN OF NEWELL 31
Andrew Prest, Transportation 6 00
J. J. Dwyer, Ambulance Service 10 00
I
.
Austin Lincoln, Groceries and supplies .... 206 00
Perry H. Osborn, Wood 12 00
Warshaw's Market, Groceries and Supplies .... 40 00
E. H. Sparrell, Burials 245 00
Seth L. Strong, Medical Attendance 33 00
J. H. Dunn, M. D., Medical Attendance 8 00
H. P. Hood, Milk 13 42
Harry Langdon, Medicine 1 00
W. T. Grant Co., Supplies 4 94
J. T. Osborn, Hauling Wood 1 50
C. S. Deane, Cash Paid 3 00
$ 6 238 28
Appropriation $ 4 500 00
Refunded
Town of Rockland $ 262 00
Town of Scituate 177 19
Town of Hanover 168 96
City of Ouincy 172 82
Commonwealth Tern Aid 728 00
Commonwealth Burial Aid 40 00
Federal Emergency Relief 1 353 90
$ 7 402 87
Balance $ 1 164 59
AMOUNTS DUE, AID RENDERED
Commonwealth of Massachusetts $ 812 00
City of Boston 680 27
City of Ouincy 306 25
Town of Rockland 413 .51
Town of Scituate 585 19
Town of Hanover 347 68
Town of Hanson 74 14
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Town of Hingham 150 05
Total t)ue $ 3 369 09
Division of Old Age Assistance
Monetary Aid $ 4 219 16
L. Belle Schultz, Board and Care 334 30
Town of Hanover, Aid, Norwell case 144 47
Seth L. Strong, M. D. Medical Attendance . . 3 00
$ 4 700 93
Appropriation $ 4 000 00
Received from State • 1 314 66
$ 5 314 66
Balance $ 613 36
- INFIRMARY
Albert Merritt, Warden $ 600 00
Kate E. Merritt, Supplies purchased 57 52
Irving R. Henderson, Groceries and provisions 355 63
Elmer N. Josselyn. Groceries and provisions 355 87
A. M. Montanari, Fish 7 64
Electric Light & Power Co., Lighting 70 08
Brockton Gas Light Company, Gas 148 62
Phillips, Bates & Company, Grain 66 87
J.
H. Peterson, Fish 21 45
IT. Lcvine, Fish . . . , . 14 71
J. Warren Sparrell, Tee 45 59
Fairbanks Morse Co., Repairs, Scales 3 95
flarrv E. Cleverlv, Medical Attendance 2 75
E. H. Sparrell, Burial 120 00
Howard A. Delano. Repairs 26 38
H. R. Michelson, Cow 45 00
A. M. Brainerd, Dishes 4 98
Rome Brothers. Supplies 3 05
Harry L. Rome, Supplies 5 75
TOWN OF NORWELL 33
Gorham & Torrey, Supplies 2 50
Hall & Torrey, Lawn Mower 6 95
George Beach, Plumbing Repairs 1 75
F. T. Bailey, Plumbing 26 56
J. A. Rice Company, supplies 35 30
G. C. Taylor, Coal 248 00
J. Warren Foster, Sharpening Lawn Mower . . 1 00
R. W. MacDonald, Shoeing Horse 10 25
I. A. Lincoln, Repairs to scales 9 47
Whiting Milk Company, Milk 12 33
E. C. Joseph Jr., Labor 3 00
L. D. West, Labor 17 00
Arthur Randell, Labor 6 37
Burrell & Delory, Shoes 7 90
Lelyveld Shoe Company, Shoes 3 95
G. V. Dinsmoor, Heifer 10 00
Robert Montgomery, Repairs 2 50
A. L. Power, Use of stock 3 00
Bemis Drug Company, Supplies 6.90
$ 2 370 57
Received, Sale of Produce 79 37
2 291 20
Appropriation . . 2 300 00
Balance $ 8 80
W ILLIAM J. LEONARD,
CLIFTON S. DEANE,
HERBERT A. LINCOLN.
Board of Public Welfare
Report of Assessors
Taxable Real Estate $1 841 410 00
Taxable Personal Estate 189 175 00
Taxables Valuation 1932 $2 029 195 00
Taxable Valuation 1933 2 030 435 00
Excise Tax Valuation 145 840 00
Excise Tax, 1933 4 176 32
Excise Abatements and Refunds 138 60
Exempted Real Estate 16 770 00
Tax Rate, 1933 $31.50 per 1 000 00
Town Tax including Overlay 56 000 00
County Tax 3 561 54
State Tax 2 700 00
Chapter 340, Acts of 1929 322 50
Chapter 391, Acts of 1931 5 19
Plymouth County Hospital Maintenance . . 794 00
Persons Assessed 873
Polls Assessed 531
Total Number of Polls 548
Polls Exempt 17
Number of Acres of Land 12 731
Number of Dwelling Houses 605
Number of Horses 77
Number of Cows 117
Number of Neat Cattle 35
Number of Sheep 7
Number of Swine 12
Numl>er of Fowl 12 278
Number of Automobiles 821
Per Capita Valuation $ 1 337 00
Per Capita Tax 42 11
WILLIAM J. LEONARD,
CLIFTON S. DEANE,
HERBERT A. LINCOLN,
Assessors
List of Jurors
List of persons qualified to serve as Jurors in the Town
of Norwell from July 1, 1933 to July 1, 1934.
Albert, Russell A., Draftsman
Barnard, Walter C, Clerk
Bates, Weston V., Mason
Bent, Edwin C, Merchant
Bowers, Oliver A., Retired
Brown. Harry B., Carpenter
Burnside, John M., Retired
Chadwick, Charles E., Carpenter
Francis, Edmund H., Laborer
Hall, John M., Contractor
Jones, Walter M., Shoeworker
Jones, Clarence P., Painter
Litchfield, Percy W., Painter
Loring, Benjamin, Farmer
McLauthlin, Clarence M., Salesman
Merritt, J. Foster, Jr., Draftsman
Ogden. Louis H., Retired
Ross, Winfred S., Printer
Snowdaie, G. Lancaster, Laborer
Tvler, Herl>ert F., Poultryman
Tinkham, Ralph P., Poultryman
Thomas, Clement R., Carpenter
Totman, Joseph F., Laborer
West, Lester D., Laborer
Williams, Hiram, Shoeworker
Winter Street
River Street
Grove Street
Washington Street
Main Street
Summer Street
Main Street
Pond Street
River Street
Washington Street
Washington Street
Dover Street
Cedar Street
Prospect Street
Tiffany Road
River Street
Main Street
Dover Street
Tiffany Road
Tiffany Road
High Street
High Street
Grove Street
Main Street
Washington Street
Ridge Hill Library
Our circulation for the year was 1203, 1023 fiction and
180 non-fiction.
We have added about 112 new volumes, 90 by purchase
and 22 by gift. The State Library Commission continues
it benefactions with attractive children's books which are
much appreciated. The Commission also very generously
offers to secure the loan of any works of adult non-fiction
which our patrons may desire.
We have increased our shelving capacity by installing a
central book case which provides for 500 additional vol-
umes.
Mrs. Thomas S. Cann, Librarian $ 16 50
Jordan March Co., Books 6 99
Literary Guild, Books 5 00
E. F. Quinlan, Books 3 50
Bookshop for Boys and Girls, Books 12 47
S. Womrath, Books 13 48
Personal Book Shops, Books 28 9**
Jean Karr, Books 4 00
Library Bureau, Supplies 2 00
William O. Prouty, Shelving 10 32
$103 20
Appropriation 100 00
Transfer Reserve Fund $ 3 20
ALFRED H. PROUTY.
W ILLIAM J. LFOXARD,
W ILLIAM O. PROLJTY,
Trustees
Forestry
The money available to the Town Forest Committee was
spent in weeding, thinning, and pruning' the trees on the lot
in the rear of the Central School. This work makes a
great improvement not only in the appearance of the forest,
but in its actual value.
The trees planted in this lot by the school pupils are doing
well. It should he remembered that it takes two or three
years for transplanted trees to get well rooted and used to
their new environment.
The brush resulting from this work was burned by the
C. W. A. under the supervision of John T. Osborn. Thev
have also done some good work thinning and pruning in
the town forest plot on Forest Street, opposite Gaffield
Park. This was without expense to the town.
EXPENDITURES
Andrew Prest, 4 days
C. A. Bruce, 5 Days
Percy Joseph, 3 days
$16.00
20 00
12 00
F. R. Cochran, Cash Paid 75
A ppropriation
$48 75
50 00
Balance $ 1 25
FRED P>. COCHRAN,
FRED M. CURTIS,
CLIFTON S. DEANE,
Town Forest Committee
Board of Health
Diseases Reported to the Board
Chicken Pox 3
Mumps 47
Whooping Cough 6
Measles 2
Pulmonary Tuberculosis 1
Lobar Pneumonia 1
Broncho Pneumonia 1
Scarlet Fever 21
Inspections of Slaughtering
Hogs 159
Calves 28
BOARD OF HEALTH ACCOUNT
Dr. Charles Hammond, Services $ 39 00
Dr. Harry T. Handy, Services 6 00
Plymouth County Hospital, Board 514 80
Westfield State Sanatarium, Board 197 00
Massachusetts Memorial Hospital, Board
Scarlet Fever Cases 1 056 00
C. W. Redgate, Supplies 2 95
Josselyn's Market, Supplies for quarantine ... 3 71
Miss C. M. Ford, Printing 1 25
Amos H. Tilden, Inspections 93 50
Minot Williamson. Salary 25 00
TOWN OF NORWELL 39
Horace D. Gaudette, Salary 25 00
Joseph F. Merritt, Salary 108 33
$ 2 074 54
Appropriation 930 00
Amount exceeded $ 1 144 54
MINOT WILLIAMSON,
HORACE D. GAUDETTE,
JOSEPH F. MERRITT,
Board of Health
Town Treasurer
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1933
RECEIPTS
Cash on hand, January 1, 1933
General Funds $ 7 825 86
Income Sawyer Lot Fund . . 21 09
$ 7 846 95
From Collector of Taxes
Sale of Tax Titles 616 06
Taxes, Year 1930 716 50
Taxes, Year 1931 7 673 66
Taxes, Year 1932 10 591 96
Taxes, Year 1933 38 616 15
58 214 33
I a »ans and Interest
Loans in Anticipation of Revenue
Note No. 132 20 000 00
Not. No. 133 10 000 00
Note No. 134 10 000 00 .
Note No. 135 . . 10 000 00
Note No. 136 10 000 00
Note No. 137 7 500 00
67 500 0C
Interest 82 23
From Commonwealth
1 1 ighway I )epartment
( )ld Age Assistance
1 745 65
1 338 66
TOWN OF NORWELL 41
Temporary Aid 728 00
Public Works 2 797 76
Allotment from Federal Funds 206 60
Federal Relief Fund 1 147 30
Income Tax 2 067 00
Corporation Taxes 1 117 01
National Bank Tax 56 23
State Aid 670 00
Veteran's Exemption ...... 32 86
Burial of Paupers 40 00
Inspection of Animals 24 75
11 971 82
For School Purposes Only
Dox Tax Refund 691 81
School Refunds 36 51
Temporary Aid From
Commonwealth 140 63
Commonwealth, Income Mass.
School Fund 4 613 98
Commonwealth, High School
Tuition 1 250 00
Supts of School Refund .... 643 71
Commonwealth, Income Tax 2 610 00
e funds—Welfare Work
City of Ouincy 172 82
Town of Hanover 208 96
Town of Rockland 262 00
Town of Scituate 241 04
Town of Hingham 110 10
9 986 64
904 92
Washington Street Cemetery Funds, Sale of Lots
Charles W. Thomas,
Lot 44, Sec. C 10 00
Martha French Lot 100 00
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Peter Tomansen Grave .... 50 00
David Gauley, Lot 39, Sec. C 10 00
Funds for Permanent Care
Rufus H. Binnev
Lot 28, Sec. B 200 00
370 00
Fines and Licenses
Licenses for Sale of Gasoline 34 18
Sunday Licenses 42 00
Beer Licenses 177 00
Pool Table License 5 00
Victualler's Licenses 12 00
Pedler's Licenses 1200
Slaughtering- License 1 00
License for Sale Used
Automobiles 5 00
Second District Court 121 45
40O 63
Sundry Account
Telephone Tolls Refunded . . 8 90
Infirmary Refunds 46 49
Sale of Wood, Washington
Street, Cemetery 5 00
Sealer of Weights and
Measures 28 69
Income Sawyer Lot Fund . . 8 76
1 lighwav Refunds 11 70
George C. Cox Refund 1 00
Check adjustment 25
Sale of Lead 33 15
1
'rot est fee refunded 1 53
Sale of Fish Rights 2 00
147 47
$ 157 523 99
TOWN OF NORWELL 43
EXPENDITURES
Highways
General Pay Roll 16 930 54
Removal of Snow 2 016 40
Special Snow Appropriation 250 00
Infirmary 2 320 29
Public Welfare 10 939 86
State Aid 600 00
Soldiers' Relief 920 40
Hospital Care of Veterans .... 322 50
Schools 30 998 45
School Xurse 1 341 60
Transportation of Xurse 200 00
School Dentist 700 00
Vocational Training 271 25
Town Officers 3 376 10
Board of Health 2 074 54
Inspection of Animals 49 50
Sealer of Weights and
Measures 141 20
Fire Account 1 511 47
Fire Equipment 506 72
Incidentals 1 219 68
Electric Lights 546 62
19 196 94
15 103 05
33 511 30
5 641 34
3 784 40
Moth Account
Tent Caterpillar
Mowing Bushes
1 881 OS
98 00
578 87
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200 00
247 69
24 00
203 57
48 75
5 19
3 287 15
Sundry Account
Memorial Day Appropriation 234 61
Care of Sawyer Lot 16 00
Deposited in S. S. S. B. Proceeds
Sale of Lots 20 00
Funds for permanent care 350 00
Labor in Washington St.
Cemetery 105 00
Town Hall 50 50
Ridge Hill Library 103 20
James Library 200 00
Sign Boards 43 11
Excise Tax Refunds 102 04
Ridge Hill School 772 88
Moth Control 300 00
Dog Tax 293 40
Tax Titles 83 77
Refund, Town of Scituate 20 00
* Moth 75 19
I Mymouth County Hospital
Maintenance 763 29
Commonwealth, Federal Relief
Adjustment 01
Aid to Agriculture 100 00
Tax Abatements 16 39
Care of Graves 28 25
Protest fee 1 53
3 680 17
Squares and Triangles
Tree Warden
Cat" field Park
Spraying Elms
Town Forest
State Parks
Loans and Interest Paid
Vnticipation Notes . 56 500 00
TOWN OF NORWELL 45
School Bond 2 000 00
Discount and Interest 3 075 03
Cost of Certifying Notes . . 12 00
61 587 03
Taxes Paid
Commonwealth, Old Age
Assistance 548 00
County Tax 3 561 54
State Tax 2 :700 00
6 809 54
$ 152 601 01
Cash on Hand to Balance
General Funds 4 914 22
Sawyer Lot Income 8 76
4 922 98
$ 157 523 99
Respectfully submitted,
HERBERT E. ROBBINS,
Town Treasurer
46 EIGHTY-FOURTH ANNUAL REPORT
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Auditor's Report
February 5, 1934
Board of Selectmen,
Norwell, Mass.
Gentlemen
:
1 have examined the books of the Tax Collector, Town
.Treasurer, Trust Fund Bank Books and am listing below
the results of my audit
—
COLLECTOR'S BOOKS
The collector's books for the years 1930—1931—1932
and 1933 were examined and revealed the following:
( A) Commitments agreed with corresponding warrants
after making minor adjustments.
(B) All Cash Receipts were checked and found to have been
credited to the correct accounts in the Commitment Books
for a corresponding amount.
(C) Schedule (A) showing that the Cash Books for all
years are in balance was prepared after making a few al-
terations in the Collector's entries. Several discrepancies
were found in checking payments to treasurer by collect-
or resulting in over and underpayments which are shown
on schedule (B). These differences will be corrected by
the collector on his initial payment to the Treasurer in
1934.
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The overpayments shown on schedule (B) were due to
the collector making duplicate entries in both the 1931 and
1933 cash receipt books resulting in the showing of the
same receipt twice and making payment to the treasurer or,
both.
The short-payments caused by an oversight on the part
of the collector when making payments to the treasurer.
TRUST FUND BANK BOOKS
The Trust Fund Bank Books were checked and balances
on hand January 1, 1932 plus the interest less the payments
agreed with the balance as shown on December 31, 1933.
TREASURER'S BOOKS
( A ) All receipts from the State and County were prop-
ly entered in the Receipt Book as per vouchers on
on hand.
(B) All additions were found to be correctly extended.
(C) Receipts from the collector were properly entered as
per vouchers.
(D) Payment Book was checked and all payments re-
quiring vouchers were supported by same.
In addition to the regular audit several reports were pre-
pared for the State Tax Commissioner which required the
checking of the Collector's Books at least once each quarter.
Respectfully submitted,
LLOYD S. WEST,
Auditor
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OVER AND UNDERPAYMENTS
COLLECTOR'S CASH BOOKS
I>ecember 31, 1933
Underpayments Overpayments
1930 Property $160 43
1931 Property $ 48 26
1932 Property 1 39
1932 Excise 14 53
1933 Property 75 54 97
1933 Excise 32 15
$209 25 $103 23
A net underpayment of $106.02 due the town of Nor-
well.
Tax Collector's Report
1931 PROPERTY
Taxes Uncollected as of December
31 1932 .$11 715 92
Cash on hand as of December
31, 1932 . . . . 10 00
Interest Collected . ... 630 28
Overpayment to Treasurer 48 26
$12 404 46
Payments to Treasurer . .
Abatements
Tax Titles
Uncollected as of December
31, 1933
1931 EXiCISE
Uncollected as of December
31, 1932
Interested Collected
7 633 68
139 54
2 184 68
2 416 56
$12 404 46
$ 232 24
.12
$ 232 36
Payments to Treasurer
Uncollected as of December
31, 1933
7 97
224 39
$ 232 Jo
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1931 POLLS AND OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
l'ncollected as of December 31, 1932
Polls $ 16 00
Old Age 3 00
$ 19 00
Uncollected as of December 31, 1933
Polls 16 00
Old Age 3 00
$ 19 00
1932 PROPERTY
l'ncollected as of December
31, 1932 $23 484 43
C ommitment not recorded as of
December 31, 1932 34 50
Interest Collected 361 82
$23 880 75
Payments to Treasurer 10 282 84
Underpayment 1 39
Abatements 153 00
Fax Titles Held by Town 1 524 41
l'ncollected as of December
31. 1933 11 919 11
$23 880 75
1932 EXCISE
l 'ncollected as of December
31, 1932 $ 657 15
Interest Collected 2 25
Cash on hand as of December
31, 1932 55 87
$ 715 27
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Payments to Treasurer 291 37
Underpayment to Treasurer 14 53
Abatements 2 00
Uncollected as of December
31, 1932 407 37
$ 715 22
1932 POLLS AND OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
Lncollected as of December 31, 1932
Polls $ 72 00
Old Age " 37 00
Interest Collected .75
$ 109 75
Payments to Treasurer 17 75
Abatements—-Polls 46 00
Old Age 24 00
Lncollected as of December 31, 1933
Polls 14 00
Old Age 8 00
$ 109 75
1933 PROPERTY
Commitments per Warrant $64 858 29
Interest Collected 4 62
Net Overpayment to Treasurer . . 54 22
$64 01 7 13
Payments to Treasurer 34 173 67
Abatements 142 62
l ncollected as of December
31, 1933 30 600 84
$64 917 13
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1933 EXCISE
Commitments per Warrants of (March
15, July 15, Sept. 11,
Dec. 11, 1933) $ 4 176 32
Interest Collected 2 35
$4 178 66
Payments to Treasurer $ 3 061 52
Underpayment to Treasurer .... 32 15
Abatements 41 11
Uncollected as of December
31, 1933 1 043 88
$ 4 178 66
1933 POLLS AND OLD AGE ASSISTANCE
Commitments per Warrants
:
Polls $ 1 068 00
Old Age 551 00
Interest Collected 2 96
$ 1 621 96
Payments to Treasurer . . .
Uncollected as of Decembei
31, 1933
* Polls
Old Age
Respectfully submitted.
WILLIAM T. DUNBAR,
Tax Collector
1 380 96
158 00
83 00
-S I 621 96
Moth Account
John T. Osborne, 32 clays, 2 hrs at $4.50 $ 145 12
John T. Osborn, truck. 24 clays at $4.00 .... ' 96 00
John T. Osborn, car, 13 days, at $4.00 52 00
Percy Joseph, 10 days at $4.00 41 00
Charles Baldwin, 6 days at $4.00 24 00
Roland Dobson, 1 day at $4.00 4 00
Joseph F. Totman, 1 day at $4.00 4 00
Edward C. Joseph, 1 clay at $4.00 4 00
Joseph Willard, 4 hrs at $4.00 2 00
Gustaf Anderson, 4 hrs at $4.00 2 00
Russell Whiting, 1 clay at $4.00 4 00
Harry Henderson, 23 days 1% hrs at S4.00. . 92 75
Burton Keene, 16 days, 4 hrs at $4.00 66 00
Charles Bruce, 16 days, at 4.00 64 00
Frank De Fabio, 2 days at $4.00 8 00
Robert Leavitt, 8 days. 4 hrs at $4.00 ' 34 00
Clement Thomas, 8 days, at $4.00 >2 00
Weston Bates, 8 days at $4.00 *2 00
Norman Wiggins, 5 days at $4.00 20 00
John Colburn, 4 days at $4.00 16 00
Perley Keene, 5 days at $4.00 20 00
Kenneth Perry, 3 days at $4.00 1 2 00
Fred McKay, 3 clays at $4.00 12 00
Robert Munnis, 3 days at $4.00 12 00
Chester Bell, 3 days at $4.00 12 00
Edmund Lapham, 3 days at $4.00 12 00
Sparrell's Garage, Gas, oil, etc 17 36
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Phillips Bates, Paint, etc 24 22
John Osborn, Car to Boston 4 50
$ 868 95
Liability $865 73
Transfer reserve 3 22
$ 868 95
JOHN T. OSBORN,
Moth Superintendent
MOTH DEPARTMENT, PRIVATE WORK
John T. Osborn, 32 days. 1 hr. at $4.50 . . . .$ 144 54
John T. Osborn, truck, 32 days, 4 1/* hrs, at $8. 260 25
John T. Osborn, truck 1 1 days, at $4.00 44 00
John T. Osborn, car, 3 days' at $4.00 12 00
John T. Osborn, car, 1 day at $6.00 6 00
Edward C. Joseph, 33 days, 3 hrs at $4.00 . . 133 50
Harry A. Henderson, 34 days, 4 hrs at $4.00 . . 138 00
Joseph Willard, 2 days 4 hrs at $4.00 10 00
Gustaf Anderson, 2 days, 4 hrs at $4.00 10 00
Charles Baldwin. 4 days, 4 hrs at $4.00 18 00
Edmund Lapham, 9 days, 2 hrs at $4.00 ^7 00
Howard Jackson, 2 days at $4.00 8 00
Percy Joseph, 5 days at $4.00 20 00
Charles Williamson. 5 days. 5 hrs at $4.00 .... 22 50
F. H. Hall, 2 days at $4.00 ' 8 00
J. Foster Merritt. 6 hrs at $4.00 3 00
Frank Peckham, 2 days at $4.00 8.00
Arthur Randall, 2 days at $4.00 8 00
Joseph Totman, 2 days at $4.00 8 00
Charles Appleford, 2 days at $4.00 8 00
Charles Smith, 2 days at $4.00 8 00
Joseph Souza, 2 days at $4.00 8 00
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Russell Whiting, 2 days at $4.00 «
Sparrell's Garage, Gas, oil, etc 76
John T. Osborn, car to Cambridge 5
$ 1 012 13
Appropriation $1 000 00
Transfer reserve 12 13
$ 1 012 13
JOHN T. OSBORN,
Moth Superintendent
Tree Warden
EMERGENCY—CENTRAL STREET
John T. Osborn, 12 days at $4.50 $ 54 00
John T. Osborn, 16 days at $4.00 64 00
Harry A. Henderson, 16 days. 6 hrs, at $4.00 43 00
Percy Joseph, 5 days at $4.00 20 00
Charles A. Bruce, 2 days at $4.00 8 00
Burton Keene, 3 days at $4.00 12 00
Perley Keene. 2 days at $4.00 8 00
Edward Lapham, 1 day at $4.00 4 00
Edward C Joseph, 4 days, 6 hrs at $4.00 .... 19 00
R. W. MacDonald, Bolts, etc 9 7^
John T. Fitts, 11 bags cement at 70c 7 70
$ 249 45
Appropriation $100 00
Transfer reserve 149 45
$ 249 45
SPRAYING ELMS
John T. Osborn, 4 days. 4 hrs at $4.50 $ 20 25
John T. Osborn, truck 9 days, 6 hrs at $4.00 . . 39 00
John T, Osborn, car to Cambridge 5 00
Edward C. Joseph. 5 days, at $4.00 20 00
1 [arry A.I Ienderson, 9 days, 6 hrs at $4.00 . . 39 00
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Charles Williamson, 6 days, 6 hrs at $4.00 . . 24 00
Edmund Lapham, 2 days. 6 hrs at $4.00 1 1 00
Percy Joseph, 4 days, 6 hrs at $4.00 19 00
Burton Keene, 6 hrs at $4.00 3 00
Sparrell's Garage, Gas, oil, etc 23 32
$ 203 57
Appropriation $200 00
Transfer reserve 3 57
$ 203 57
SQUARES AND TRIANGLES
John T. Osborn, 8 days at $4.50 S 36 00
John T. Osborn, truck 7 days, at $4.00 28 00
John T. Osborn, loam 3 00
Percy Joseph, 9 days, 3 hrs at $4.00 37 50
Edward Joseph, 7 days at $4.00 28 00
Harry A. Henderson, 8 days at $4.00 12 00
Harry A. Henderson, Loam 3 00
Burton Keene, 1 day at $4.00 4 00
Church Hill Improvement Association 15 50
I. A. Lincoln 5 00
Charles Fish, charpening mowers 8 00
$ 200 00
Appropriation $ 200 00
—
—
—
GAFFIELD PARK
Percy Joseph, 5 days at $4.00 $ 20 00
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Frank De Fabio, 1 day at $4.00 4 00
$ 24 00
Appropriation 25 00
Unexpended $ 1 00
Work to the amount of about $400.00 has been done
in the park by the C. W. A. greatly improving its appear-
ance and making it available for recreation purposes, and ii
is hoped that our people take advantage of it.
Some of the wood removed has been used by the workers
and the 'Welfare Department, and the balance has beer;
sold where it lies for $35.00. The purchaser to clean up
the ground.
TENT CATERPILLARS
John T. Osborn, 4 days at $4.50 $ 18 00
John T. Osborn, truck,' 5 days at $8.00 40 00
Edward C. Joseph, 5 days at $4.00 20 00
Harry A. Henderson, 5 days at $4.00 20 00
$ 98 00
Appropriation $ 100 00
Unexpended $ 2 00
JOHN T. OSBORN,
Tree Warden
Highway Surveyor
GENERAL ACCOUNT
Perry H. Osborn
Stationery $ 2 00
Postage 6 15
Telephone 12 60
Repairing Equipment 10 25
Cleaning Pits 54 25
Truck to Boston 12 00
General Drainage 110 00
$ 208 25
Phillips, Bates & Co 66 96
Dr. Harry T. Handy 14 00
Dyar Sales 35 32
Frank McFarlane 9 90
John H. Sparrell 58 80
New England Road Machinery Co 92 S
J
Robert MacDonald * 23 05
M. F. Ellis 4 00
Davis Tractor 5 °0
Rockland Transportation > 50
$ 51° 5«
SUMMARY OF STREETS
Bowker $ 747 93
Bridge 26 25
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Cross 663 18
Circuit 549 07
Cedar 305 03
Common St 27 20
Common Ave
. 14 91
Central 658 79
Church :37 25
Dover 2 87
Forest St 698 10
Forest Ave 4.50
Green 561 99
Grove 872 15
High 610 00
Jacobs Ave 95 61
Lincoln 490 25
Mt. Blue 2 409 52
Main 2 839 20
Mt. Hope 114 88
Oak- 31 98
Nealgate 66 Of)
Pleasant 368 45
Parker 810 94
Prospect 1 148 30
Pine 112 62
Pond •. 17 50
River 140 61
Stetson 68 71
Summer 24 25
South 151 84
School 693 66
Tiffany " 514 43
Town Line Signs 47 50
Winter 443 86
West 41 71
General Account 519 50
$16 930 54
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Appropriation
Received from State 4 700 00
$17 050 00
Balance $ 119 M>
HIGHWAY PAYROLL AND EXPENDITURES
Perry H. Osborn, 154 days, 4% hrs $ 695 54
Incidentals 20 75
2 men and 2 trucks, 84 days, 1 hr 2 019 00
Man and truck, 107 days, 15/6 hrs 1 286 75
Man and tractor, 7 days, 7 2^ hrs 190 50
Mixer 22 days 66 00
Man, 4 days, 7 hrs 19 50
John T. Osborn, 4 hrs 2 00
Justin K. Xott, 5 days 20 00
John Gunderway, 13 days, 1 hr 52 50
Charles E. Davis, 65 days. 4 hrs 262 00
Howard Jackson, 19 days, 3 hrs
Arthur Turner, 15 days. 3 hrs 61 50
Arthur Jackman. 78 days, 6% hrs 315 25
Percv Joseph, 5 days 20 00
Charles Bruce, 20 hrs 10 00
Bert I. Richardson, 140 days, 4% hrs ' 562 50
Frank Peckham. 59 days, 4% hrs 238 25
Warren Liley, 20 days, 1 hr 80 50
Perlev Keene. 46 days. 4 hrs 186 00
Lester D. West. 41 days, 7 hrs 167 50
John Leavitt, 14 days. 6 hrs 52 00
Edward Winslow, 29 days, 1^ hrs 116 75
William Mavnard, 9 days 36 00
Fred McKay. 46 days, 4 hrs 186 00
Charles Baldwin, 7 days, 4 hrs 30 00
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Joseph Totman, 2 days 8 00
Roland Dobson, 18 days 72 00
Gustav Anderson, 50 days, 6% hrs 203 25
Lyman Lincoln, Jr., 21 days, 2% hrs 85 25
Frederick D. Lee, 32 days, 1 hr 128 50
Neil Dwyer, 41 days, 7 hrs 167 50
Louis Whiting, 3 days 12 00
Joseph Willard, 11 days, 2^ hrs 45 25
Norman Wiggin, 41 days, 6^2 hrs 167 25
Charles Appleford, 35 days, 4% hrs 142 75
Joseph Briggs, .14 days, 3 hrs 57 50
Robert Goosby, 30 days 120 00
John Romanoff, 15 days, 5 hrs 62 50
Charles Bates, 15 days, 5 hrs 62 50
John Prince, 23 days, 3 hrs 93 50
Lincoln Bates, 5 days, 3 hrs 21 50
Emmett Butler, 4 days, 2^ hrs 17 25
John Strachan, 4 days, 2^ hrs 17 2?
Lyman Weatherby and truck, 47 days, 7^ hrs 575 25
Lyman Lincoln and truck, 54 days 2% hrs . . 651 75
Clifford Smith and truck, 54 days l 1 '2 hrs .... 650 25
Frank McManus and truck, 46 days, 7 hrs .... 562 50
New England Culvert 31 7^
Or. Harry T. Handy 14 00
Phillips Bates & Co. 66 96
Dyar Sales 35 32
The Barrett Co 4 617 30
Town of Scituate 18 00
Frank McFarlane 9 90
John H. Sparrell . 58 B0
New England Road Machine Co 9282
Robert MacDonald 23 05
Bradford Weston 52 10
Frank McManus 5 60
New England Concrete Pipe 134 70
M. F. Ellis 4 00
Rockland Transportation 50
Boston Sand & Gravel 184 86
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Davis Tractor 5 90
Weymouth Asphalt 12
States Prison Dept. of Correction 35 50
Warren E: Liley (stones) 5 60
A. J. Litchfield, sand 1 00
Andrew Maxwell, sand 36 20
Harry Pinson, sand 44 00
Edward Tindale, gravel 282 60
Lyman Weatherby, gravel 430 60
Charles Curtis, gravel 2 00
Charles Georgette 20 00
$16 930 54
Appropriation 17 050 00
Balance $ 119 46
PERRY H. OSBORN,
Highway Surveyor
SNOW ACCOUNT FOR 1933
Perry H. Osborn $ 10041
Man and truck . . , 610 50
Man 23 00
Freight 1
Robert W. MacDonald ( 26 75
Norwell Motor Sales 11 80
Shunk Steel Co H 00
New England Road Machine Co 10 50
Freeman's Express
Davis Tractor Co 6 95
Good Roads Machine Co 16 12
John H. Sparrell W 98
Lyman Weatherby and truck 210 00
E. P. Joseph, truck 139 50
Man and truck 35 00
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Charles E. Williamson and truck 447 50
Clifford Smith and truck 12 00
Lyman Lincoln and truck 9 00
Howard Jackson 2 50
Howard Hall 5 00
Charles Baldwin 21 00
Bert I. Richardson 39 75
Burton Keene 7 00
Frank Peckham 18 00
Arthur Jackman 66 25
John T. Osborn 18 00
Percy E. Joseph 24 00
Arthur Turner 6 00
Neil Dwyer 11 50
Lester West 23 50
Lyman Lincoln 18 50
Norman Wiggin 44 75
Lyman Lincoln, Jr 2 50
Irving Henderson 671
$ 2 016 40
Appropriation 1 000 00
Transfer, Reserve Fund 983 60
643 43
Exceeded $ 349 17
PERRY H. OSBORN,
Highway Surveyor
SPECIAL APPROPRIATION1 , SNOW 1933
New England Road Machine Co., Plow $ 250 00
Appropriation $ 250 00
PERRY H. OSBORN,
Highway Surveyor
Trustees' Report
FIFTY-SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE COFFIN FUND
Amount of Fund $ 2 000 00
Available Interest, Jan. 1, 1933 . .$ 604 41
Interested Added, 1933 97 27
$ 701 68
Paid Worthy Poor $ 91 00
Available Interest, Jan. 1, 1934.. 610 68
-$ 701 68
FORTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
TRUSTEES OF THE ABIGAIL T. OTIS POOR
FUND
Amount of Fund $ - 000 00
Available Interest, Jan. 1, 1933 . .$ 644 46
Interest Added 1933 97 47
$ 741 93
Paid Worthy Poor $
Interest in Bank, Jan. 1. 1934 ....
157 20
5S4 73
$ 741 03
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SIXTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF
THE ANNABEL WAKEFIELD POOR FUND
Amount of Fund $ 1 000 00
Available Interest, Jan. 1, 1933 . .$ 97 10
Interested Added, 1933 40 82
$ 137 92
Paid Worthy Poor $ 42 50
Available Interest, Jan. 1, 1934 . . 95 42
-$ 137 92
INCOME CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
Balance
Interest Expended on Hand
1933 1933 Jan. 1, 1934
Abigail T. Otis $ 41 52 $ 39 29 $100 00
Abigail T. Otis Tomb 23 24 0 00 137 71
Miss Eliza Josselyn 8 51 0 00 33 51
Samuel C. Cudworth 8 51 0 00 33 51
Prudence C. Delano 13 25 0 00 63 25
Nancy Hersey 4 16 4 16 10 00
BetseyTolman 4 74 5 00 25 56
George P. Clapp 4 89 5 00 29 67
Mary O. Robbins 8 32 0 00 28 32
Charles H. Merritt 1 89 1 89 0 00
James W. Sampson 10 40 0 00 . 35 40
Robbins Tomb Fund 4 35 0 00 19 35
Davis Damon 4 16 4 16 10 00
Susan C. Damon 4 16 4 16 10 00
George H. Bates 3 97 3 97 5 00
Gad Leavitt 4 91 5 00 30 26
Adeline A. Payne 8 13 0 00 23 13
Thomas Sampson 3 37 5 00 13 IS
Abbie S. Bates 14 34 0 75 102 85
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Hosea J. Stockbridge 8 62 16 50 21 91
X. P. Brownell 5 68 5 68 o 00
Tohn H. Knapp 4 63 5 00 22 59
Olive H. Brigfliam 4 51 6 50 20 81
Benjamin P. Xichols 3 06 6 50 4 70
Albert S. Green 10 27 5 00 77 24
Timothv Chapman 4 15 6 50 10 70
Lewis Kilbnrn 4 24 6 50 13 04
Charles Tolman 4 35 5 00 14 43
Leafy C. Miller 5 73 14 50 —1 68
Chester Barker 4 07 4 00 7 99
Robert K. Stoddard 6 44 6 50 23 12
W. W. Farrar 5 98 12 50 7 67
Samuel D. Stetson 3 07 3 00 6 82
Sarah T. David 3 06 3 00 6 39
Henry L. Xichols 3 98 6 50 6 06
AYilbur Xichols 3 83 6 50 2 28
Charles E. Brewster 3 83 2 25 3 83
Maurice E. Pratt 3 83 6 48 1 / 5
Vadilla A. Damon 7 69 6 02 7 62
Rufus H. Binney 0 00 0 00 0 00
Martha E. French 0 58 0 00 0 58
Peter Toman sen 0 15 0 00 0 15
WILLIAM J. LEOXARD,
CLIFTON S: DEANE.
HERBERT A. LINCOLN,
Trustees
1933 REPORT
Plymouth County Extension Service
FOR XORWELL
The rapidly changing economic conditions of the past
year have created many pressing problems for farmers of
the county. The Extension Service has been called upon
more frequently than ever before to furnish information
and advice that the farms of the county might be operated
as efficiently as possible, that families might use their re-
sources to the best advantage and that boys and girls might
learn through their 4-H clubs to assist in meeting the prob-
lems of their parents.
Through county-wide and local meetings, tours and de-
monstrations, through circular and personal letters, farm
and home visits, office and telephone calls, and through
such other agencies as the "Farmer" and newspaper ar-
ticles, information, instruction and advice have been made
available to farmers of all classes, to the homemakers of
the county and to 4-H club members. Over 3000 farmers
and in all nearly 7500 different individuals in Plymouth
County have been in direct contact with the Extension Ser-
vice during the past year.
Marketing problems and those of farm finance have been
even more pressing than those of production. The Exten-
sion Service has devoted much time and effort toward the
solution of these difficulties, both with individual fanners
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and with county-wide groups of dairymen, poultrymen and
others.
The following report tells briefly some of the ways in
which the work may affect the citizens of Nor well.
All men or women interested in agricultural matters
may receive regularly letters and bulletins giving timel)
information on the control of pests, growing of crops, and
management of poultry and livestock. Poultrymen and
fruit growers attend frequently the agricultural meetings
held in other towns for the benefit of the farmers of the
county. Others received information through telephone
calls and personal letters. Personal visits were made to
individual farmers to give advice or information on partic-
ular problems.
Four-H club members may enroll in the following pro-
jects : garden, poultry and lunch box.
One of the poultry club members was on the Plymouth
County Poultry Judging team that competed in the Boston
Poultry Judging Contest.
The garden club members are visited and each gardei
scored by the County Club Agent.
The lunch box club members may learn how to plan,
prepare, and pack a good school lunch.
LOUIS H. OGDEN,
Director
Norwell Visiting Nurse
Association, Inc.
PRESIDENT'S REPORT FOR YEAR 1933
True to its tradition of extending and improving its ser-
vice for the public health, the Norwell Visiting Nurse As-
sociation during the past year, with the cooperation of the
Board of Health, undertook the immunization of the child-
ren of the community against Diphtheria. The response
of the parents was so gratifying to Dr. McKnight of the
State Board of Health, who made four visits to Norwell to
give the innoculations, and to the board of the association,
that it is expected that the work can be continued. Approx-
imately 180 children received the treatments.
1 want again to take this opportunity to express the ap-
preciation of all those who have been active in the associa-
tion's work for the generous support, financial and otherwise
given to its activities. You who have shared in this sup-
port have taken part in a great work. I hope that everv cit-
izen will examine the accompanying reports of our treasur-
er and of our Nurse in order to see for themselves in more
detail the man} - and various ways in which the association
reaches out a helping hand to the people of our town.
You may take my word for it that, if I were free to express
those figures in what they represent in help to individual
human beings who are our neighbors, these reports would
be as inspiring to you as they are to those whose work has
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given them more intimate knowledge of the facts. Your
continued loyalty is solicited.
GEORGIA C. WHITNEY
President
FINANCIAL REPORT OF THE XORW'KLI.
VISITING NURSE ASSOCIATION
RECEIPTS
1033 1932
Subscriptions and
donations $130 22 $ 380 00
From Miss Roe
1 month's salary 25 00
From Miss Roe
personal use of car 68 10
Entertainments and Sales 147 01
$ 370 33
Nursing fees 245 05 293 75
Bank interest 18 72 45
Dental Clinic and pre- school clinic 165 00 155
Well baby clinic 236 66 254 67
Transportation 300 92 14 () 74
Tuberculosis seal sale 56 20 , 59 3U
$1 392 88 $1 270 91
Cash on hand Jan. 1st 515 87 729 49
$1 90S 75 $2 000 40
EXPENDITURES
Nurse's Salary $ 275 00 $ 300 00
Substitute, Mrs. Dowd, salary 146 00 74
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I 're-school Dental C linic 52 25
Dental clinic (no navment in 331 206 61
\\ ell babv clinic 300v7 V-/ \J 00 ?90 00
\uto Insurance and registration 36 65 35 70
Auto expense 258 52 190 40
New Auto (Plymouth) 378 00 343 80
Printin°" and sunnlies 9 25 32 90
Bank check tax 94 42
Milk Fund 1/ 63 / /0
Janitor, annual meeting, Town Hall 3 00
$i 474 24 $1 484 53
Cash on hand Dec. 31st 434 51 515 87
$1 908 75 $2 000 40
JAMES H. BARNARD,
Treasurer
TOWN OF NORWELL
VISITING NURSES REPORT
Number of Patients 50
Obstetrical a
Medical 3;
Surgical \q
Nursing Visits 534
Free Nursing Visits IS"
Infant Welfare Visits 53
Pre-School Visits <>i
Tuberculosis Visits [7
Welfare Visits 160
Visits made by parents to Child Welfare Conferences 109
Pre-school Children Attending Diphtheria
Immunization clinic 77
Visits for Selectmen and Board of Health 59
Visits to carry supplies to sick 61
Follow-up visits for hospitals and clinics 13
Conferences attended 0
Respectfully submitted,
CATHERINE A. ROE.
Fire Department
For the past year your Fire Department has responded f->
thirtv-two calls listed as follows
:
No partial loss to exceed $500.00.
New Equipment on trucks at No. 1 House:
1
—175 gallon booster tank.
• Xo. 2 House
1
—145 gallon booster tank
850 feet of 1% inch hose.
Fire house No. 1 painted under C. W. A. project.
Under the direction of the engineers and with the assis-
tance of the C. XV. A. nine water basins have been construct-
ed at different locations in the town which will supply from
3000 to 18000 gallons of water in each basin.
Houses . .
Chimneys
Woods . . .
Auto ....
Oil Burner
Ice House
11
10
8
1
1
1
Total loss, dwellings
Partial loss
3
8
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This has been a wonderful help and protection to the
town and is a work which should be carried on from year-to-
year after the C. W. A. funds are exhausted.
LOCATION OF TOWN EXTINGUISHERS
CENTRAL STREET
A. G. Spencer 103
L. D. F. Marston 37
CEDAR STREET
Percy Litchfield
SUMMER STREET
George Elms Scit. 81-24
MT. BLUE STREET
Carlton Litchfield I 7
" 5
Bert Richardson 17-13
Minot Williamson 66-3
LINCOLN STREET
Carl Fredrickson
Austin Lincoln ^3-3
CROSS STREET
4-1 7
E. P. Joseph . . .-
Amos Tilden
MAIN STREET
95-2
John T. Osborn
W. D. Turner
1
A. L. Power
Henry C. Ford
C. A. Berry
Norwell P. O. 19
Town Offices
Whitman Soule
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WINTER STREET
Perry H. Osborn 127
t
PROSPECT STREET
Benjamin Loring 67-3
Natale Molla 23-12
W. J. Borgouise
RIVER STREET
Josselyn Store
Joseph Tolman
Little's Store . . .
WASHINGTON STREET
W. J. Leonard 12-32
Mrs. E. W. Gardner Rock. 829-21
Charles W. Thomas Rock. 522-
J
Accord P. O.
HIGH STREET
A. W. Thomas
A. W. Robinson
BARSTOW AVENUE
H. Sprouie Han. 22-2
Respectfully submitted,
GEORGE R. FARRAR, Chief
JOHN T. OSBORN,
EDWIN B. HASKINS,
Board of Engineers
60
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Han. 27-2
rTranscript of Articles in Warrant
MONDAY, MARCH 5TH AT 7 P. M.
Article 1. To choose a moderator.
Article 2. To hear the reports of the several hoards of
officers and committes of the town and act thereon.
Article 3. To make necessary appropriations to defray
the expenses of the town, and for other purposes and to
raise such sums of money as the town shall deem expedient
for the following purposes
:
Dept. of Public Welfare, Old Age Assistance, Infirmary.
Support of Schools, Vocational Training, Highways, Ar-
ticle 4; Sign Boards. Removing Snow, Notes, Interest, State
and County Taxes, Town Officers, Incidentals, School and
District Nurse, Transportation of Nurse, Dental Clinic,
County Hospital, State Aid, Board of Health, Electric
Lights, Tent Caterpillar, Tree Warden, Mowing Bushes,
Squares and Triangles, Spraying Elms, Gypsy Moth, Fire
Department and equipment, Mosquito Control Article. In-
surance, James Library, Ridge Hill Library, Soldiers' Re-
lief, School Physician, Memorial Day, Sealing Weights and
Measures, Inspection of Animals, Washington Street Cem-
etery, Town Hall, Plymouth County Aid to Agriculture.
Article 7, Reserve Fund.
Article 4. Will the town raise and appropriate the sum
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of forty-seven hundred dollars to be expended on highways
under the provisions of Section 26 of Chapter 81 of the
General Laws as amended?
(Approved by Advisory Board.)
Article 5. Will the town vote to raise and appropriate
for the use of the Plymouth County Trustees for County
Aid to Agriculture a sum not exceeding $100 and choose
a town director as provided in Sections 41 and 45 of Chap-
ter 128 of the General Laws?
(Approved by Advisory Board.)
Article 6. Will the town vote to raise and appropriate
$450.00 in accordance with the provisions of Chapt. 112 of
the Acts of 1931 for the maintenance of work on Mosquito
Control ditches?
(Approved by the Advisory Board.)
Article 7. Will the town vote to raise and appropriate
a sum not exceeding $1,300.00 to purchase materials and
supplies to further Civil Works Administration projects"'
(Approved by the Advisory Board.)
Article 8. Will the town vote to accept Mill Lane as >
town way?
(Request of Mr. Henry McHugh.)
( Not approved by the Advisory Board.)
Article 9. Will the town vote to raise and appropriate
a sufficient sum to gravel and tar South Street?
( Request of Miss Flora Damon and others.)
Article 10. To make allowances to town creditors.
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Article 11. \\ ill the town give any instructions to town
officers ?
Article 12. Will the town authorize the treasurer with
the approval of the selectmen to borrow money on and after
January 1, 1935, in anticipation of the revenue of the finan-
cial year beginning January 1, 1935, and to issue a note or
notes therefor, payable within one year? Any debt or debts
incurred under this vote to be paid from the revenue of the
financial year, beginning January 1, 1935.
Article 13. W hat salary and compensation will the
town vote to pay all its elected officers? To conform with
Section 108, Chapter 41, General Laws.
Article 14. Will the town act with the town of Hanover
to maintain electric lights at the junction of River Street.
Norwell, and Broadway, Hanover, and at Assinippi?
SATURDAY, MARCH 10, 11 A. M. TO 6 P. M.
Article 15. To bring in their votes for a Town Clerk,
one Selectman, one Assessor, and one member of the Moan!
of Public Welfare, for three years; a Treasurer, a Collector
of Taxes, an Auditor, a Surveyor of Highways, five Con-
stables and a Tree Warden for one year: one member of the
School Committee for three years: one member of the Board
of Health for three years: one Trustee for the Ridge Hill
Library for three years, and to vote yes or no on the follow-
ing questions
:
1. Shall licenses be granted in this t©wn for the sale of
light wines and malt beverages ?
2. Shall licenses be granted in this town for the sale
distilled liquors?
3. Shall tavern licenses be granted in this town?
Budget for 1934
The following Budget has been approved by the Advis-
ory Board.
Appropriated Recommended
1933 1934
I)ei)t of Public Welfare $ 4 500 00 $ 4 600 00
( )ld \°e Assistance 4 000v_/ V_/ \J 00 4 000 00
Ttifirmiirv
-1-11111 111 Ct 1 \ 2 >00 00 2 300 00
ScllDOl S 31 000v_/ v./ 00 30 000 00
Vocational Training 400 00 400 00
f fighways, Joint Account
** State and Town
Article 5 4 700 00 4 700 00
General purposes 7 650 00 7 000 00
Sign Boards 150 00 75 00
Snow Removal 1 000 00 1 500 00
Snow Plow 250 00
Xotes 3 500 00 3 500 00
Interest 3 000 00 0 000 00
State and County Taxes 7 500 00 7 500 00
Town Officers 3 400 00 3 600 00
1 ncidentals 1 600 00 1 600 00
School and District Nurse 1 400 00 1 400 00
Transportation of Nurse 200 00 200 00
1 >ental Clinic 700 00 700 00
County Hospital Maintenance 794 00 794 00
State Aid 600 00 600 00
Board of Health 930 00 1 000 00
Electric Lights 500 00 500 00
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Tent Caterpillar 150 00 100 00
Gaffield Park 25 00
Tree Warden 100 00 100 00
]\Iowm°' Bushes». .a. v_y 1 ¥ A A A -*—* » »—> A A »J 600 00 200 00
Squares and Triangles 225 00 100 00
Spraying Elms 200 00 200 00
Gypsy Moth 865 73 865 73
Gvnsv Moth Stock and
Private Work 1 000 00 1 000 00
Fire l^enartment 1 500 00 1 500 00
Fire Dent Eciuinment 500 00 1 175 00
IVTosnuito Control Article 6 450 00
Trim irnncpX 1 I I I 1 CA 11vv 931 00
Ton-ipe T ihrarv1 CI 1 1 I v O J
—
4 * U A CA A » 200 00 200 00
Rid op Hill Library 100 00 100 OC
^nlrl ipr*;' Rphpf 800 00 400 00
School Physician 100 00 100 00
Memorial Day 250 00 250 00
Qpoiinp- WVio-hts and Measures 150 00 150 00
Timnection of \nimals 60 00 60 00
Washi no-ton Street Cemetery 100 00 100 00
Tau'h T—fall 100 00 50 00
Plvmonth County Aid to
Agriculture, Artile 5. 100 00 100 00
Reserve Fund 1 000 00 1 000 00
Town Forest 50 00
Care of Veterans' Graves 50 00 50 00
Article 7 1 300 00
Totals $89 424 72 $88 500 73
* State Credits and dog tax reduce this by $0,000.00 to
$21,000 00.
** To be expended under the joint direction of a
Mat-
engineer and the selectmen which insures a
grant from the
State of $4,700.00 for additional highway
work.
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All articles involving an appropriation must be submitted
to the Advisory Board on or before January 15th, 1935.
REPORT OF ADVISORY BOARD
Provided the budget as submitted is approved, it will
entail a tax rate of approximately $31.00. Any change in
this total, either increase or decrease, will affect the tax rate
$0.50 per thousand.
The Advisory Board wishes to thank the Board of Select-
men and the Superintendents of the various departments for
their co-operation at this time in helping us to balance our
budget.
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES H. BARNARD, Chairman,
WILLIAM D. JACOBS,
W. WALLACE FARRAR,
CHARLES W. THOMAS,
ALBERT L. SYLVESTER,
HEXRY C. FORD,
DR. MARSHALL H. BAILEY,
J ARED A. GARDNER,
ALAN C. VIRTUE, Secretary,
Advisorv Board
School Directory
School Committee
BENJAMIN LORING, Chairman
MRS. GERTUDE DYER
MRS. NELLIE L. SPARRELL, Secretary and T
Superintendent of Schools
WILLARD B. SPALDING
Supervisors
PANSY B. STETSON (Mrs.) Music
RODMAN BOOTH, Drawing
School Physician
WILLIAM P. GROVESTEIN, M. D.
School Nurje
CATHERINE A. ROE, R. N. '
School Dentist
WILLIS B. PARSONS, D. M. D.
Janitors
RICHARD WHITING
JOSEPH F. MERRITT
MARY BRUCE
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SCHOOL COMMITTEE REGULATIONS
Children who become five years of age on July first may
enter school the following September. The only exception
to this rule is that under-age children may be admitted to
school on the basis of intelligence tests.
Xo child under seven years of age will be admitted to
school for the first time after October first of any year.
A child entering school for the first time is required to
present to the teacher a birth certificate and a vaccination
or exemption from vaccination certificate.
School Committee Report
To the Taxpayers of Norwell :
—
During' the year we have received the following bids for
Fuel Oil, Wood and Coal.
OIL
Albert Culver Co.
No. 2 Fuel Oil 6c per gal.
No. 4 Fuel Oil 5c per gal.
John T. Fitts
Xo. 1 Fuel Oil 8c per gal
No. 2 Fuel Oil 6^c per gal.
Ramsay Oil Co.
No. 1 Fuel Oil 6%c per gal.
No. 2 Fuel Oil 5*c per gal.
No. 3 Fuel Oil 5*c per gal.
Xo. 4 Fuel Oil 5*c per gai.
W. R. Schultz
Xo. 1 Fuel Oil 7c per gai.
No. 2 Fuel Oil 6c per gal.
Standard Oil Co.
No. 1 Fuel Oil 7^c per gal.
No. 2 Fuel Oil c per gal.
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The contract for the period ending" May 31, 1933 was
given to Ramsay Oil Co., voting to use No. 2 if it could be
done successfully, otherwise using No. 1. After a thor-
ough trial it was found necessary to use No. 1 oil.
WOOD
J. T. Fitts
Hardwood
Pine Wood
$8.00 per cord
$7.00 per cord
Perry H. Oshorn
Flardwood
Slabs
$7.25 per cord
$6.00 per cord
Conant Taylor
Hardwood
Trash
$9.00 per cord
$7.00 per cord
The contract was given to Perry PI. Osborn at $7.25 for
hard wood and $6.00 for slabs.
COAL
J. T. Fitts
New River $5.35 per ton
White Ash $12.50 per ton
National Coal & Sales Co.
New River $5.09 per tor.
-
Conant Taylor
New River $5.50 per ton
Hard Coal $13.00 per ton
Petrokarbon $11.75 per ton
It was voted to award the contract for New River to the
National Coal & Sales Co., at $5.09 and to J. T. Fitts for
white ash at $12.50 per ton.
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BUILDINGS
Our High School building is causing us to spend an in-
creased amount for repairs each year. Early this vear it
became necessary to build up the metal top of each large
chimney and to install a new transformer in each of same.
Bids for this work were received as follows for "pipes to
be made of 18 gauge Toucan iron with welded seams and
canopies to be painted with metal paint :"
J. S. McCallum S95.00
Frank Costa $70.00
The contract was awarded to Frank Costa for $70.00.
At about the time this work was done, the janitor report-
ed that the roof of each ell on the school building was leak-
ing badly. We obtained an estimate from Mr. Costa for
an 18 oz. copper roofing of $280. put on. This seemed
more than we could afford, therefore we hired him to patch
them for $25.00. This is only a temporary job, however,
and they will demand further attention soon.
During this past month a part of the ceiling in the upner
class room on the east end of the building has fallen, due t<-
a severe leak in the front roof and the ceilings of the room
directly below and of Mrs. Cole's room have been strapped
to prevent accidents. Again, these repairs are temporary.
Steel ceilings should be erected in each of these three rooms.
Owing to the impossibility of adequately heating the
building during this extreme weather, we have lost sever.,
sessions of school. Attention should be given the heating
system of the building another year.
Probably everyone in town is aware of the fact that Dis-
trict No. 5 school house at Norwell Center is in process of
alteration. This work was made possible by funds secured
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for this town from the Civil Works Administration by our
local administrator Mr. Lincoln. Y\ nen completed the
building will have its own water system, flush toilets, heat-
ed and ventilated wardrobes, a room for the use of the
school nurse and stairs which are without winders. The
committee wish to take this opportunity to thank the Trus-
tees of James Library for the use of their building as class-
rooms, the many friends of the school who have loaned
tools and equipment necessary to carry on the work and Mr.
Lyman Weatherby who has given the use of his horse and
cart for several weeks.
BUDGET
The amount for which we have asked to maintain the
schools in 1934 is $996.17 more than that received for 1933.
On the other hand our receipts from the state this year
were approximately $150.00 more than those for 1932, and
they will be even more for 1934. The additional amount
asked for, is to meet the increased cost in hooks, supplies
and fuel : for repairs necessary at the High school and for
the extra amount for lights and fuel made necessary by the
increased use of the Town Hall. The Selectmen, who have
charge of the Hall have established a fee for its use, based
upon the actual cost of operation, which sum will offset in
the receipts of the town, a portion of the additional amount
requested for lights and fuel in our budget.
.We quote in part from a letter received from Burr F.
[ones, Supervisor of Elementary education of the State
Department, following his inspection of the Ridge Hill
School in November.
"The school officials and citizens generally are to be con-
gratulated on the improvements made in the Ridge Hill
building. The heated coatrooms, new sanitary facilities,
oil heat with thermostatic control, provide health conditions
that with one important exception are quite ideal—the light
conditions still call tor improvement.
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"I judge that this change could be made without a very
large expense."
There is an unexpended balance of $74.90 in the Ridge
Hill Special Appropriation which would undoubtedly pro-
vide all the materials necessary to make this change. If
the labor could be obtained as a C. W. A. project it would
seem advisable to finish the building this year.
We trust you will continue the hearty support of your
schools which you have shown in the past.
Respectfully submitted,
BENJAMIN LORING, Chairman
NELLIE L. SPARRELL, Secretary
GERTRUDE L. DYER,
School Superintendent
To the School Committee of the Town of Norwell
:
There have been many changes in public thought during'
the past year. The most significant one, to me, has been
the new attitude toward public education. People have
confused the necessity of caring for our young persons with
other types of public investment. There is a tremendous
difference between this expenditure and any other. The
construction of a road, the erecting of a public building,
the development of any material project may be postponed
for a year or two. This is not so with the education of a
child. A year of restriction and loss is a year that can nev-
er be replaced for it is gone. The child is older and can-
not retrace the past. The faulty education of the lost year
will be a permanent handicap. It is essential that no such
burden be placed upon the children of Norwell.
Character and personality are more important than the
facts which are learned in school. The development oi
right habits and attitudes toward ethical and moral questions
is as much the duty of each teacher as is the training of the
mind in habits of thought. Frequently the teacher is awan?
of the tendencies of a child as revealed through his associa-
tion with other children in the school room somewhat soon-
er than these same tendencies are revealed to the parent at
home. The use of the new type of home report is intended to
give each parent as much of this information as is possible.
It is hoped that this report will result in a closer contact
between the home and school and in a more carefully devel-
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oped child through this cooperation. In order that par-
ents may intelligently understand the work habits which
make for success, each subject has been divided into its
component skills and these are marked separately. By an-
alyzing the marks, any parent can tell the type of assistance
that is needed in order to insure success in school.
Norwell High School has always been a class A High
School. It is very desirable that it so continue. In order
to do so it must meet certain standards set by the State De-
partment of Education. The following paragraph is from
a report made by Mr. Jerome Burtt, Supervisor of Second
ary Education, after a visit to the school.
"In connection with the physical equipment of
the building, I noticed that the facilities for la-
boratory wrork were very poor. I do not see how
the school can adequately prepare its pupils in
science with such meagre equipment in that field.
You will notice from Paragraph 12 of the Reg-
ulations for Approval of High Schools which was
recently sent out, that the number and character
of classrooms, recitation rooms, and laboratories
and the equipment of the school shall be such as
may reasonably be expected in a Class A High
School. I would like to suggest very stronglv
that improvement be made in this respect as soon
as possible otherwise it may be difficult to con-
tinue classifying the Norwell High School as a
Class A. school."
During the past year there has been much uncertainty as
to what the future would hold for any of us. The activ-
ities of the Federal Government have become more and
more a part of the life of every community. Unless this
tendency is a temporary one, it is becoming increasingly
necessary to establish a thorough understanding of the
means by which such an occurrence takes place and to de-
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velop again the critical attitude toward government which
so characterised our forefathers. To this end I recommend
the establishing of definite courses in citizenship in the
schools of the town.
The enthusiasm and care which the teachers have shown
for their work during the past year has been a cause of
pleasure and a source of inspiration to those who have been
fortunate enough to come in contact with them. The
schools will continue to progress while they are in charge.
The committee is to be congratulated for the careful
way in which it has handled the affairs of the schools.
The developments of the past year have placed added burd-
ens upon every town official. In meeting these efficiently,
time and energy have been necessarily expended. Norwell
is fortunate to have a group of people in charge of the
schools who hold the welfare of the children so close to
their hearts.
Very respectfully yours,
WILLARD SPALDING,
Superintendent of Schools
. ENROLLMENT IN NORWELL SCHOOLS
Ridge Hill School
Grade 1 21
Grade 2 . . . 12
Grade 3 12
Grade 4 ' 13
— 58
Center Primary
Grade 1 15
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Grade 2 12
Grade 3 13
Grade 4 13
— 53
Norwell Grammar
Grade 5 23
Grade 6 26
— 49
Junior High
Grade 7 20
Grade 8 34
Grade 9 24
— 78
Senior High
Grade 10 19
Grade 11 21
Grade 12 13
— 53
Post Graduates 3
Total 294
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Report of Principal
To the Superintendent of Schools
Mr. Willard B. Spalding:
I present my annual report for the Norwell High and
Grammar School for the year 1933.
Several changes have been made in the curriculum this
past year. One is the addition of a course called "Prob-
lems of Today." This is taught by Mr. Jackman. Anoth-
er is the introduction of the Rugg series in Social Science.
Both are very valuable additions.
The Senior Class of 1933 was of normal size. Several
of the members of the class are attending college or various
secretarial schools. The class did not attempt a formal trip
of any magnitude. This policy seems to be sound at the
present time.
The Operetta "The Gypsy Rover" was presented April
13 with great success. This production was ably coached
by Mrs. Stetson and Mr. Booth. The stage fixtures were
excellent, being due to the cooperation of Mr. Robert Wade.
The school play presented this year was "She Stoops to
Conquer." This production was slightly more difficult
than previous plays, being a costume affair. Coached by
Mr. Booth it was very satisfactory, and I am sure the pupils
benefited from it greatly.
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Graduation exercises opened June 19, with an appropri-
ate baccalaureate sermon by the Rev. Alfred Wilson. Sen-
ior Class Day exercises were held Monday, June 20. The
usual excellent banquet and amusements were enjoyed.
Members of the classes of 1932 and 1923 were guests.
Plans are already being made for the coming graduation.
The past athletic season was satisfactory. Xorwell fin-
ished well in the South Shore Basket Ball League. We
were not as successful in base ball but the training and
enjoyment well paid for the expense. The girls team also
enjoyed a good, season. The teams were coached by Mr.
Jackman and Miss Stiles.
The Shipbuilder was again issued as a graduation num-
ber. The magazine paid for itself and was greatly enjoy-
ed. The present class will publish a number if finance-
permit.
Hot lunches are being served again this year. These
have proven so beneficial that they will surely continue.
Parent cooperation has made this possible. Pupils in the
building who are unable to purchase a luncheon are furn-
ished one free of charge.
The personnel of the faculty has been slightly altered,
Miss Heathcote replacing Miss White, who resigned to be
married, and Miss Ollendorff, replacing Miss Stiles in the
English department. The girl's physical education is han-
dled by Miss Meyers, who is practice teaching. Her in-
struction in dancing is very popular and valuable. This
includes both boys and girls.
The school savings record of which we are very proud
is as follows
:
SCHOOL SAVINGS COLLECTION' FOR 1932-33
Town of Norwell
School
Grade 12
Teacher
M rs. Turner
Deposits Percent
SI 28 17 100 rA
TOWN OF NORWELL '.
'J
Grade 10 Miss Hurley 123 55 100''
Grade 5 Mrs. Cole 87 99 ioo r/<
Grade 1
1
Mrs. Turner 66 87 100 r <
Grade 7 Miss Minard 45 77 100'/'
Grade 6 Mrs. Pinson 43 47 100''
Grade 8 Mr. Jackman 32 68 100''
Grade 9 Miss Stiles 20 60 100''
Ridge Hill Mrs. Jones 74 56 98' ;
Ridge Hill Miss Blossom 58 85
Center Primary Mrs. Osborn 80 13 W>
Center Primary Miss Merritt 44 12 64''
i $806 66 95''
»
I wish to take this opportunity Mr. Spalding, to thank
you for your valuable assistance. I also wish to thank the
members of the faculty for their fine spirit of cooperation.
Respectfully presented,
PHILIP DAGGET
Home Economics
The Home Economics department has been planned with
the idea of giving the students an appreciation of the every-
day arts of the households as well as a practical knowledge
of the application of foods and clothing.
In the beginners' class in clothing the seventh grade giris
concentrated their efforts, at the first of the year, on hand-
work. They made an apron, a holder and a head hand for
their first year cooking class as well as an Italian hemstitch-
ed article which, in many instances, was used as a Christmas
gift. The care and use of the sewing machine, in making
simple undergarments, is now being taught: darning and
mending will he taken up at the end of the year.
A rather extensive study, by the eighth grade class, in
foods, was made of the changing of the average home kit-
chen and its equipment to a well planned one. The rela-
tionship between appetite, an attractively set table and the
correct way to serve' nourishing foods, to the average fam-
ily has been established in our study of the breakfast and
the luncheon unit. In the remainder of the year, to give
< »ur students the poise of the hostess, opportunity will be
given them, to prepare Sunday suppers and to demonstrate
simple foods. Throughout the year, stress has been placed
on well balanced meals and nourishing foods.
The Lunchroom Management class has had full charge
of preparing and serving the luncheons to the Students of
the Nor well schools. They have also learned the financial
and administrative business of the lunchroom.
Respectfully submitted,
PRISCILLA HEATHCOTE
Supervisor of Music
Mr. Willard Spalding
Superintendent of Schools
Dear Sir :
—
This year the course of music in the first three grades is
somewhat different, combining the "Music Hour" System
with Boston University Methods.
The purpose of "The Music Hour" is two fold, to
broaden the pupils experience in music and to be made
to function in all possible phases of the child's life, both in
and out of school. Its pedagogy leads the child from the
familiar to the unknown, largely, by allowing the child to
discover all he can in music, giving scope to his imagina-
tive and creative instincts.
Tonal development and rhythmic work are the main fea-
tures in first grade study.
Under tonal development comes the treatment of mono-
tones and the training of head tones through rote song ex-
perience.
Under rhythmic work we have the toy orchestra and rhy-
thm play, the fundamental movements of physical expres-
sion being the march, skip, hop, jump and galop.
The recognition of rhythms of unfamiliar songs by means
of a combination of scansion and reference to the notation
of familiar phrases, motives and figure rhythms make up
the second grade work.
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We have further development of the recognition of the
phrase, motive and figure ryhthms and their notations in the
third grade.
As formerly, two part music begins in the fourth grade
with more difficult two part songs in the fifth, adding the
study of keys and chromatics, also some correlation work
with drawing lessons.
The usual study of three part songs takes place in the
sixth and seventh grades with more difficult rvhthms and
chromatic progressions, adding the bass staff in the eighth
grade.
The high school chorus meets once a week and are pre-
]
aring their special annual program to be held in March.
A few special singers from the chorus gave a selection at
the December meeting of the Womans' Republican Club,
and a group from the sixth grade sang carols from the
balcony of the hall.
Much is being attempted instrumental!) , Miss Ouinn has
a violin class again this year. Mrs. Damon from Scituate
is giving piano lessons and Mr. Leach, band instructor of
W hitman High school has two or three pupils on Wednes-
days after school.
A demonstration of this work will be given during the
latter part of the year.
1 wish to close my report with a word of appreciation to
school officials for their fine co-operation and to our school
teachers for their untiring efforts in school music.
Respectfully submitted,
PANSY B. STETSON
School Nurse
To the Superintendent of Schools
Mr. Spalding
The following is a report of the health work in the Nor-
well schools for 1933.
Number of visits to schools 343
Number of inspections (sanitary) 22
Number of inspections (teeth, hair, skin, throats, etc) 91
Number of visits to clinics 65
Number of ill children carried home 69
Number of children having physical defects 65
Number of children having physical defects
partially corrected 26
Number of children having physical defects
wholly corrected 29
Number of children excluded from school 75
Whooping cough '. 4
Scarlet fever 12
Measles 1
Mumps 46
Impetigo 6
PRE-SCHOOL CLINIC
Registration at Clinic 28
Number of children having physical defects 15
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Number of children having all physical defects
corrected 1 2
Number of children having defects partially
corrected 2
There were ninety-one children in the first five grades
who were given the three doses of toxin-anti toxin at the
Diphtheria immunization clinic. This clinic was made pos-
sible through the combined efforts of the State and local
departments of health, school department and nursing ser-
vice.
Respectfully submitted,
CATHERINE A. ROE
School Dentist
Superintendent of Schools,
Norwell, Massachusetts.
Dear Sir:
—
I present briefly an outline of work carried on in the
school dental clinic
:
Fillings in permanent teeth 430
Fillings in temporary teeth 170
Permanent teeth extracted 17
Temporary teeth extracted 64
Teeth treated 17
Number of Cleansings 134
Number of completed Cases 142
During July, seventeen children entering school in Sep-
tember were completed. This represented more than one
half of the entering class.
At present Grade V has been completed and Grade Vi
completed except for one or two children.
Respectfully submitted.
WILLIS B. PARSON, D. M. D.
Supervisor of Drawing
To the Superintendent of Schools
Mr. Willard Spalding:
The following is my report for the work of the Art De-
partment in the Norwell Schools.
It was decided in the spring to hold exhibitions of Ele-
mentary school work in the buildings housing those grades,
rather than to have our usual large exhibit of all the grades
at the High School. This plan I believe will prove most
satisfactory in the future, as many parents come to view
their children's work at their own school.
( )ur annual exhibit, held at the Marshfield Fair, evident-
ly impressed the judges most favorably. We received a
very generous share of First and Second Prize Awards, and
I sincerely hope that we shall be as fortunate this coming
summer. Every year more school systems of the surround-
ing territory seem to enter the contest, and with greater
competition our standards are necessarily raised. There-
fore the Fair Exhibition of school work serves as a very
timely "barometer."
In the spring the department of the High School under-
took the settings of the school operetta. From the favor-
able 'comment of many people, it would seem that they had
met with a good measure of success.
The High School classes throughout the entire school
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year, are kept busy with many art aids; posters, dance dec-
orations, and many other school activities. It makes a very
crowded program to attempt so much work with but one
day a week in which to accomplish everything.
Marion Hardwick a graduate of our High School and
for several years a member of our art class is enrolled as
a student at the Designers Art School of Boston.
In closing I wish to thank all the members of our school
system, who through their friendly attitude, help in making
the Art Department successful.
Respectfully submitted,
H. RODMAN BOOTH,
• Supervisor of Art
Financial Statement
RECEIPTS
High School Grant $ 1 250 00
Mass. School Fund 4 613 98
State Wards 140 63
Superintendency Union 643 71
Income Tax 2 610 00
Refunds 36 51
Dog Tax 398 41
Total $ 9 693 24
GENERAL EXPENSES
School Committee $ 61 44
Superintendent of Schools
Salary 1 066 56
Expenses 161 10
EX TENSES OF INSTRUCTION
Supervisors
Salary 1 150 00
Expenses 142 16
Principals Salary 2 100 00
Teachers
Elementary 4 865 55
[unior High 5 816 38
Senior High 4 432 92
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Text Books
Elementary 290 51
Junior High 67 01
Senior High 245 45
Other Expenses of Instruction
Elementary 108 92
Junior High 100 46
Senior High 129 86
EXPENSES OF OPERATING SCHOOL PLANT
Janitors
Elementary 440 20
Junior High 688 00
Senior High : 688 00
Fuel
Elementary 408 74
Junior High 170 00
Senior High 223 68
Miscellaneous
Elementary 269 02
Junior High 366 25
Senior High 427 20
MAINTENANCE
Repairs
Elementary 56 29
Junior High 97 28
Senior High 75 43
AUXILIARY AGENCIES
Health
Elementary 85 75
Junior High 8 00
Senior High 7 14
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Libraries 7 15
Transportation
Elementary 1 830 00
Junior High 1 830 00
Senior High 2 148 50
Miscellaneous
Elementary 23 93
Junior High 38 65
Senior High 27 48
OUTLAY
New Equipment 343 44
Total Expenditures $30 998 45
VOCATIONAL TRAINING
Appropriation $ 400 00
Expenditures
Town of Hanover $ 211 25
City of Quincy . . 60 00
Unexpended 128 75
$ 400 00
RIDGE HILL SPECIAL APPROPRIATION
Appropriation $700 00
Unexpended Balance 150
$ 850 00
EXPENDITURES
A. Maxwell $ 15 00
f. S. McCalJum 10 88
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Holland Furnace Co 362 00
Automatic Appliance Co 360 00
Oscar Peterson 25 '00
J. Comerford Jones 2 22
Total $.775 10
Unexpended 74 90
$ 850 00
VOCATIONAL TRAINING
Town of Hanover $ 211 25
City of Quincy 60 00
$ 271 25
Appropriation 300 00
Balance $ 28 75
RIDGE HILL SPECIAL APPROPRIATION
Appropriation $ 700 00
Unexpended Balance $ 150 00
Total S 850 00
EXPENDITURES
Holland Furnace Co $ 362 00
Automatic Appliance Co 360 00
Andrew Maxwell 15 00
J. S. McCallum 10 88
J. Comerford Jones 2 22
Oscar Petersen 25 00
Total Expenditure $ 775 10
Unexpended Balance $ 74 90
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